Kohler Fund Grant Recipients 2011-12

Institutional Linkages

Jing Deng, Computer Science (China); Lixin Fu, Computer Science (China) and Bryan Toney, NC Entrepreneurship (UNCG)

Internationalizing the Curriculum (ITC) Applicants

Roberto Campo, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Maryland) and Vasyl Taras, Business Administration (UNCG).

Regular Faculty Grant

Jonathan Anderson, Interior Architecture (China); Susan Andreatta, Anthropology (Peru); Jeff Jones, History (Russia); Derek Krueger, Religion (Italy) and Kalian Rubinoff, Music (Netherlands).

Research Applicants

Aaron Allen, Music (Italy); Elizabeth Bucar Religion (Turkey); Maya Chherti, Math (Czech); Alexander Eger, History (Turkey); Mark Engebretson, Music Performance (Brazil); Heather Holian, Art (Germany); Glenn Hudak, Educational Leadership and Cultural Foundations (Scotland); Colleen Kriger, History (United Kingdom/Africa); Christian Moraru, English (Germany/France); Eugene Rogers, Religion (Italy); Linda Rupert, History (Curacao) and Joan Titus Music (Morocco);

Summer Excellence Grant

Peter Villella, History (Spain)

Special Project Applicants

Claudia Cabello Hutt, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG); Stuart Dischell, English (UNCG); Veronica Grossi, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG); Ana Hontanilla, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG) and Susan Walcott, Geography (UNCG)

Student Programs

Robert Griffiths, Political Science (Georgia); Lawrance Jenkins, Art (Germany); Tom Matyok, Conflict & Peace Studies (UNCG); Roy Schwartzman, Lloyd International Honors College (UNCG) and Marinella Sandros, Nanotechnology (France)